
was standing in the same position as he had been when I 
left, he had no shirt on at that stage, and there was quite 

clearly some form of ...
So already when you arrived he was already without a 

shirt? --- That’s correct. I then, shortly after that, saw
him being told to get down onto the ground and when he came up 
he aopeared to be sweating because he wiped his forehead off, 
and then he was told to run on the spot, put his arms out
stretched in front of him, which he did, and from then on to 
the end he either ran on the spot with his arms outstretched,(10 
ran on the spot lifting his knees as high as he could with 
his arms outstretched, or was again made to go down onto the 
ground and do some more exercises, and interspersed in all 
of this was interrogation and he was being hit with this 

newspaper,
Hit with the newspaper. ---  What I assumed was a news

paper.
So this was something which went on uninterrupted 

for 55 minutes? That's correct.
And the policemen, what were they doing? -—  Well the (20 

one policeman who appeared to be doing most of the interroga
ting was walking around and hitting him with the newspaper and 
the other two appeared at times to be sitting down, other 
times I seem to recall them getting up and coming and also 
asking Neil questions, berating him, etcetera.

And did you hear the deceased uttering any sound? ---
I never heard his voice very clearly, I heard a general murmur 
of voices, the only occasion on which I heard distinct voices 
and distinct words, was when he was asked who told him to 
ston running on the spot, and when he was asked to do ten (30 

more exercises.
So/



So during all of this, the most that you saw fit to
do was to ask the policeman the time? *--  That's correct, and
to observe what was going on.

And how many times did you ask him? -—  That's really 
difficult to recall, it wasn't imnortant to me to know how 
many times that I - how many times I asked the time, but I 
would imagine it was about five or six times.

Was he able to give you the time? --- Well it varies,
there wasn't always just the one policeman there, there were 
certainly at some stage there was a policeman who would be (10 
able to give me the time. I'm not sure specifically which 
one it was, there were two or three that kept on coming in 
and going out, I would recognise them.

Have you seen the statement of the police that have 
been lodged, pursuant to your statement? *— - I have.

Yes, and I suppose you are aware of the fact that a 
policeman who says that he watched you that day, guarded you
that day, that he didn't have a watch on? *--  That's correct.

Did you perhaps ask a policeman the time who didn't
have a watch? --- That is very possible, I can recall the (20
possibility that somebody said 'I haven't got a watch'.

You recall the possibility? --- The reason why I say
that is because on some occasions when I was there I remember, 
it may not have been on that particular occasion, I asked a 
noliceman what the time was, and he said he didn't have a 
watch, so it's quite possible it could have been on that par
ticular occasion,

I construe at the bottom of page 4 of your statement 
"lr Smithers, this sentence, the last sentence -"for these 
reasons I concluded that Dr Aggett had been naked during (30
the interrogation and exercises"and that is something which

relates/



relates to the preceding sentence, "he then drew his shirt 
on over his head without unbuttoning it and appeared to have
hardly adjusted it when he was taken out of the office". ---

Ja.
Did you then as a result of the - of his movements

draw the inference that he was naked? --- Well quite clearly
he didn't have a shirt on and from his movements, before he 
out his shirt on, as I have stated here, he bent down and 
from his oestures it seemed he put on a pair of trousers, how
ever he made the same movement a second time, from which c on-(10 
elusion - from which I concluded that on the first occasion he 
had put on his underpants, and on the second occasion his 

trousers.
Did he have shoes on? —  I actually don't recall seeing 

him put his shoes on, I think he may have picked up his shoes 
and carried them out by hand, because they seemed to be in 
quite a hurry to get him out of the office.

Mow you say in your affidavit that he fell over - or 
he stumbled almost over a piece of furniture? -—  That is cor
rect. (20

What was that? --- Well it was difficult for me to
see because it was below the level of the glass, but it seemed 
from the location it could probably be a chair and it actually 
clattered as he knocked against it, and I think he knocked it 
against the wooden partition, it appeared to be a chair.

Is that why you - without any qualification stated in 
your note that he nearly fell over a chair? --- Correct.

But you didn't know that it was a chair, what it was? 

--- Correct.
Now once he was allowed to don his clothes, was he (30 

then ushered out of the room or what happened? —  Ja he was
+• aV f=n /



taken out of the room.
Led out of the room or allowed to walk out of the 

room? ■<--- There was - yes, I mean he wasn't dragged out, but 
there was - there appeared to be some urgency to get him out.
So he was ushered out, that's ..(inaudible, voice drops)

And where did he go to at that stage? *--  I actually
cannot recall whether he walked past my office where I was 
sitting, or whether he went the other way.

Now how soon after this were you taken back? --- Very
shortly, I think within five or ten minutes, (10

And when you got back to your cell as I understood 
your evidence, you then tried yourself out in doing the same 
exercises for an hour? --- For an hour, ja.

Did you do it then and there? --- Well, yes I think it
was virtually as soon as I got back.

(Two ?)
Did you do that after that again? --- A few days after

that.
You did - I see. Hr Smithers, I find your affidavit in

consistent with what you have just said, because your evidence 
in your affidavit is, that approximately one hour on each of (20 
the following three days, I ran on the spot etcetera, according 
to this statement you did not commence your practising on the
2 5th. --- According to the statement?

Yes sir? --- What page is it?
Page 5, paragraph 13.--- Well that's - that is an in

consistency, it's actually incorrect then. When this was 
drawn up we made a mistake, because it actually started on the 
day that I went back.

It started on the day that you went back? --- That's
right, so in fact it was not - it was for that day and the (3 0 
following two days.

Can/



Can you give an explanation for this so-called
mistake? --- Just that it's a mistake. We obviously, when
we drew up the affidavit it was not something that I noticed,

as being a discrepancy.
And did you do these exercises for the full hour on

each of these occasions? ---  On the first day I certainly did.
The other two days, certainly the third day, I don't think I
managed guite an hour, I was pretty thankful..(voice drops)

Do you regard yourself as a fairly fit person? ----

Reasonably fit. ^
Do you indulge in sport and so on? -—  Not really, I

did a bit of sport before - I had been exercising while I was 

inside.
Were you always afforded sufficient opportunity to

do your exercises? *--  I was.
Now I suppose that this particular incident must have

been to anybody, a most severe and humiliating experience as 

I have put to you before? *--- I would say so.
Even to the deceased? *--  I would definitely say so.
Yes, an hour's push-ups and running on the spot is (20

very trying to anybody? --- Correct.
Yes, you see what one finds very odd about your account

Mr Smithers, is the fact that the deceased was afforded an
opportunity to make a statement about his experiences during
his sojourn at John Vorster, and he took advantage of that
opportunity and he made a statement? --- Correct,

But he has not told - he has not said anything about
this particular incident in his statement? —  That's correct.

And yet he's told the policewoman to whom he made
this statement that I'm talking about now, of experiences (30
which would perhaps even be called less severe than this hour-

long/



long ordeal? --- I would disagree, I think that a person
having electric shocks, being hit with a fist in the fore
head and the back of the head, having his scrotum squeezed, 
and having blood drawn on his arm is probably a lot more pain

ful , and ...
Well taken together, but taken individually? --- As

I explained about what I observed, he wasn't actually beaten 
in a violent way. The treatment that he actually was made 
to undergo was physical exercise basically speaking, and the 
only assumption that I can make from the fact that he (10
hasn't spoken about it in his affidavit, is that that was 
probably common treatment that he was receiving.

Oh I see. --- And that he didn't actually consider

it to be anything out of the ordinary.
Yes, but Hr Smithers, you had no grounds for that 

assumption? — — No X had no grounds for that.
And even now you do not have grounds for that? — No

I have no grounds for that assumption.
I see- so that is just an explanation offered by you 

now, but you can't really give this Court satisfactory, I (20 
sugcrest to you, reasons why he should have omitted that par
ticular incident from his statement? — Correct. I cannot, 
all I know is that he made his affidavit excluding it and I

perceived the incident.
And to you it also sounds a bit odd, the fact that

he didn't mention it in his statement? -—  I must say when I 
first saw his statement I did find it quite odd.

Yes, now Hr Smithers there is something else which is 
also surprising as regards your statement, and that is that 
quite correctly, during the period December, until the 8th - (30 
I think it was the 3th of January, the deceased was at times

questioned/



questioned in room 1 0 1 2 ? ---TJh-huh.
But after that date he was never again questioned in 

that particular room? --- I dispute that.
You dispute that? — —  I dispute that.
Do you know whose office that was? --- On one occasion

I was in that office, prior to this time and I did see on the 
wall a Certificate of long service to'a Black Luitenant, so 
that's about all I knew.

That was a Black Luitenant's office - and he will 
come and testify and so will other police officers, that that (10 
room was not used for purposes of interrogation at that par
ticular juncture? - —  Well I dispute that as well.

You see I must unfortunately put to you Mr Smithers*
that this entire incident that you have described in this 
statement, and about which you are presently testifying, is 
a ^igment of your imagination? And Mr Smithers, to carry
that further, that you have for purposes of this evidence

Iplanted the deceased, as it were, in an office in which you 
saw him previously but in which for a long time he had not
been seen by anybody?--- I dispute those allegations, and I (20
stand by my statement,

I want to suggest to you also Hr Smithers that for 
a man of principle, as I believe you should like to see your
self, do you regard yourself as a man of principle? --- I do.

And of courage? --- Well I guess I do as well. It's
'difficult to answer a question like that.

It is most surprising that you saw fit to stand by
- witness all these unlawful happenings and keep your mouth
shut, not say anything to anybody? --- Well that's not exactly
true, I did say something to somebody, I sent a note out to (30 

let people know what was going on.
Oh/



Oh ves, well that was long after the end? --- That
was only due to the particular circumstances under which I

to
was, I had no access to people/whom I felt I could transmit

the information.
But you don't deny, you don't dispute I take it, that

you had ample opportunity to mention this to your Station 
Commander for instance, to a magistrate visiting you, perhaps

to the Inspector of detainees? --- Yes.
And you preferred then not to say anything? --- That's

correct.
Yes, but your statement was smuggled out after the

death of the deceased? *--  Correct.
Yes and do you know what was done with your state

ment? --- It was taken to a lawyer, who then decided that the
best thing to do with it would be to give it to Member of 
Parliament Helen Suzman who then read it out in Parliament.

It was read out in Parliament? — - Correct.

Yes, 1 suppose that satisfied you' mast fully? I

was glad that something had been done with. it.
But it was then unfortunately too late to serve any (20 

good purpose as far as the deceased was concerned? --- Unfor-r 

tunately that is correct.
Whereas had you spoken up earlier, something might 

have been capable of being done? •=*—  I had my doubts about that. 
But you didn't try? — - I didn't try.
Because you were too scared, for your own safety? ---

That as I have said before, was an element, which I think 
was a justified element, but it wasn't the only element, and 
in fact had I come to the logical conclusion that it would 
have served Neil better and served the other detainees better (30 
to pass the information on to the authorities, I would have

done/



done so.
Yes. --- Regardless of my own security.
Yes, but at that juncture Mr - as at that juncture

Mr Smithers, you had had no ill experience of any .. --- That's

correct.
Of any reports made to the police? --- I had no -

sorry?
You had had no bad experiences of - as a result of

reports to the police? --- That's correct, but I hadn't had
any specifically contentious complaints to make. (10

Oh, but now this time you had a contentious complaint 
to make? --- That's correct.

And you could have tried it - you had no reason to
believe that it wouldn't receive the necessary attention? ---
The reason that I decided to was based on history in South 
Africa of the way in which allegations of ill-treatment of 
detainees are treated.

Yes, was this your first period of detention? ---No.

In fact it wasn't.
You've had other periods of detention as well? --- (20

That's correct.
I see - now might I ask you, in your statement to the

- in your note you state that "please give Yvette especially, 
but also everyone else all my love and strength, we must go
on", what do you mean by that? *--  What I meant by that was
that myself and Neil and certain other people would like to see 
some sort of social change and we feel that we are working 
in some way towards that, and that people shouldn't feel 
that they should give up that work, that legitimate work, 
just because somebody had died as a result of it, (30

Why do you say that the policeman was aware that
you/



you were watching what went on in the office..(intervention)
—  V;ell because he was sitting in the position where he could 
see me and he could see what was going on and on occasions I 
saw whichever policeman on this particular occasion was in 
the office, I saw him look at the office and look at me, so 
he was quite - the inference must have been made.

You didn't shake your head or anything Mr Smithers?
To show your .. --- Disapproval?

Disapproval? --—  I don't think I did, no.
You didn't, yes. Now as to the thing with (10

which the deceased was actually hit at one stage, »hich you 
have described as a newspaper - now let's find out, why do 
you actually say that it was that it appeared to you to be
a newspaper? --- It was of a light tinge, almost white colour.
It appeared to be cylindrical in shape, as far as I could 
discern, although it could have been something flat, and it 
didn't appear to when it actually struck the flesh it 
gave out a loud noise, but didn't - but with very little force.

What could it have been, has it ever occurred to you
to think of what that probably was, could have been? --- I (20
surmised a rolled up newspaper, rolled up magazine, perhaps 
some form of stick, although it didn't seem like a stick, bê - 
cause the sound, the loudness of the sound was inconsistent 
for me anyway, with the amount of force that was administered.

Yes, but it wasn't a - it was clearly not some
thing like a belt? - Oh no, absolutely not, it was some
thing rigid.

Because again here, in your original statement, the 
one that was read out in Parliament, it was said "he was 
either with a belt or rolled up newspaper".. ? ---  Correct. (30

Being hit? --- Sorry, ja, that's correct.
So/



So I say that is inconsistent with what you are 
telling the Court now? — That is correct, but as I have ex
plained to the Court, when I made this statement here, I was 
making certain assumptions, which I subsequently realised 
that in making affidavits, I have no right to make.

But if you could see that this was something stiff, 
it was something whitish, that he was being hit with, like 
a magazine or a newspaper.. ? —  Yes.

How come that you can suggest it is a belt? --- I
wrote the note on a very small piece of paper, I didn't (10
actually have the opportunity to explain in detail that there 
were two separate occasions on which the person was hit.

Yes but on the other occasion also, you didn't know
#

what he was being hit with, he might have been hit with nothing 
else than a hand? -—  Well he was certainly hit with something, 
as I said if you call, a hand a thing, because there was a 
sound of somebody being hit.

X only find it strange that you see fit to jot on 
that piece of paper that he was being hit, either with a belt 
or rolled up newspaper, categorically like that, and send (20
it out into the world at large? ---  As I've explained, I
had no time to say that on one occasion it was a belt, another 
occasion what might have been a rolled-up newspaper, I felt 
that it was important to get the information out and at that 
stage, as I said, I had no legal advice as to what assumptions 

I could make and could not make.
But even today, even today you don't say that he 

was hit with a belt, but here you say "either a belt or a
newspaner"? --- As I explained, I saw a certain action which
appeared to be a belt being taken off, I heard him being (30 

h i t ,
Yes/



Yes? ----I made an inference.
You see, I don't understand how legal advice can 

assist you to overcome this particular discrepancy? Lawyers 
don't know about these things, these are the things that you
saw? ---- That's correct, but lawyers can tell me that if I
didn't actually see the belt, that therefore I have no right 
to write down he was hit with a belt.

But you thought, in your mind that if you don't see 
a belt then you can say it is a belt? —  No. Not at all,
I said either with a belt or rolled up newspaper. (10

Now do you believe that what happened in that office 
next door, was an interrogation session of a kind? —  It 
certainly appeared to be.

It was an interview, as it were, duting which the de
ceased was supposed to give certain information and soforth?
---- That is correct.

Yes, has it occurred to you that a person exercising 
like that would probably be too out of breath to talk or give 
any kind of coherent statement? —  It has occurred to me.

Yes, .. *•’—  That was why there were certain occasions (20 
when he stopped running, in order to be able to explain him
self .

No but then he was doing push-ups? No, no, as I
say there were certain occasions when he stopped running and 
on which he dropped his arms, and tried to talk to the in
terrogators, and then he vas hit and told to carry on.

Oh I see ? --- And the questions were still asked.
ISo they wouldn't allow him to make a statement? ---

Well they attempted to extract information from him while he 
was still running, they wouldn't actually allow him to stop (30 
and talk.

And/



And you say that you are wholly unable to recognise 
or to identify any of the policemen involved? --- That's cor

rect .
Not able to assist us with that? —  Not able to assist 

with that.
Yes, can't give any description of these men? --- All

I can say is that the one person was is quite large, but 
that's the only recollection I have.

Quite large? Ja.
NO f u r t h e r  QUESTIONS BY ADV s c h a b o r t  d o
-.CROSS- HXA? ‘I IN AT I ON BY ADV BIZOS

I would like you to have a look at the note Mr 
Smithers, the last part of it, where you say that the time on 
which this happened, and your name, must not be disclosed. --- 

Correct.
Why did you say that in your note? -— - Because as 

Mr Schabort has pointed out, there was an element of fear on 
my Dart that I would experience the same treatment, particular
ly after Neil's death, if the information came out, that 
the police might feel fit to punish me in some way as a (20
result of that, and I felt that it wasn't important at that 
stage that my name should be disclosed, although, if it was 
necessary for the name to be used, I was quite happy for that 

to happen.
Were you not happy that your name should be dis

closed, or your identity made known whilst you were still in 
detention? ——— I would have preferred it, if it hadn t been.

Why? Because as I say, I was in the pwer of
the security police, and there was no telling what recourse 
they might have gone to in order to deal with me. Punish me. (IQ

You see my learned friend, for the police officers



asked you that some useful purpose may have been served if 
you had mentioned what you had seen to one or other of the 
officers that you came across, and you said that in view of
the history of what did you say - it would not help? --- Well
there have been alienations against the security police, of 
ill-treating the detainees, and there's been very little 
history of anything being done about it.

Is that how you felt while you were in detention?
,----That is how I felt while I was in detention.

Well do you know that Dr Aggett in fact complained (10 
to the magistrate on the 18th of January? — I didn't know 
.that. I didn't know at that stage, I know now.

Yes, you know now, did you have any reason to believe 
that any corrmlaints you may have made in relation to the 
treatment of Dr Aggett, after what you saw on the 2 5th, 
might have had any better results than the fact that he com
plained to the magistrate on the 18th of January? I cer

tainly don't belive that now.
The officer that visited you at Randburg, the high- 

ranking officer above the rank of a Captain - now did he regu-(20 
larly ask you whether you had any complaints? ---- He did a

every morning.
From what you knew — assume for a moment that you 

had any complaints as a result of what happened to you whilst 
you were being interrogated by the security police, would
you have complained to that officer? --- Ja, I think I would
have done, if he had asked me.

If he had asked you, you would have complained to 

him? ---  If I had received ill-treatment yes.
You would have complained to that particular officer? (30

--- Well I would have complained to him and to the magistrate
and/
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and to the Inspector of detainees when they came.
When were you released? ---  On the 26th of March.
When did you make this statement? — - This affidavit?
No., the Section 6 statement? ■-- Oh, I finished

typing it, and typing the index for it on the 4th of January.
4th of January, were you interrogated in any way for

a period of almost 3 months? --- Subsequent to the 4th of

January?
Subsequent to the 4th. of J a n u a r y ? ---Not at all.
You just sat there? --- I just sat there. (10
You say that you typed your statement? --- That is

correct.
A typist? —  I can type.
Now you attended an inspection of the office where 

you pointed this out, the office that you were in, were you 
present when certain of us were in the one office, and certain 
of us were in another office? - ~  I stood in the corridor out

side.
Oh, you stood in the corridor, Did you point out

the office? — - I pointed out the two offices. {20(
Your Worship I would ask for an admission at this 

stage of what happened there, other than asking the witness., 
(inaudible, moves away from microphone! ... you can in fact 
recognise people across... (inaudible, not speaking into micro- 
nhonej ... my learned friend's presence, in fact I am sure 
that he will recall that I asked my learned friend why he 
had... (inaudible, not speaking into microphone] ... to the 
office next door... (inaudible).., able to recognise... (in
audible!.......  and also your Worship they will no doubt
recall that I said that I recognised Hr Kuny...(inaudible) (30 
C0U3T Mr Bizos, we'll adjourn until 2.00 o'clock and



you can consider the question whether this is the proper 
place, proper proceedings to make admissions. I do sug-
aest that you discuss it with M.r Schabort, whether admissions 
can be made, is something different. But I think if it is
not disputed, that is an indication but anyway, I'll leave 
it to you to discuss and we'll proceed at 2.00 o'clock.
AT THIS STAGE COURT TAKES THE LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT

(10

/



!• 54-8. M.P. Smithers
ON RESUMPTION:
MAURICE P. SMITHERS: (Still under Oath)
EXAMINED BY MR. BIZOS: (Cont.) Your worship, My Learned 
Friend and I have not been able to formulate precisely 
what may or may not be seen through this frosted glass 
between the two offices on the 10th Floor of John Vorster 
Square. We have agreed to try and formulate something 
acceptable to all concerned. If we can’t, it may be 
necessary for your worship .. (inaudible not speaking into 
microphone). (10

Mr. Smithers, whilst you were sitting at this office 
were you being attended to by only one police officer or
more than one from time to time? --- It changed. At times
there was only one at other times there was more than 
one and at times they changed over completely. One guy 
would come in and the other guy would go out.

Were these police officers black or white? --- They
were all black.

You were asked by My Learned Friend, well not ex
pressly asked, but at least it was suggested why didn’t (20 
you draw the attention of these officers to what was 
going on, why didn’t you protest to them, why did you 
not raise some hue and cry in relation to what you saw
happening to Dr. Aggett in the office next door? --- As
I said, first of all I debated whether it was a logical 
sensible thing to do to make the fact that I knew of this 
occurrence known to the people who were actually ill 
treating Dr. Aggett and I decided that at that particular 
point in time it wasn’t the most sensible thing to do.
As regards the guys who were watching me, first of all (30
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they were aware that I was watching, they were aware of 
what was going on. Secondly their position in the 
security force is such that they don’t have any parti
cular power or say or anything. I didn’t think it would 
have any effect telling them, complaining to them.

Why do you say that they do not have any power? ---
Well, my experience of the position that the black security 
police hold, is that they don’t have any authority, don’t 
actually have any responsibilities. The only thing they 
ever did was to transport me around or to watch me etc. (10 
Certainly the warrant officers and the constables.

Could one or other or all of them have .failed to 
become aware of what was going on in the adjoining office?
--- I doubt it.

Did one or other or any of them react in any way 
to the situation that was taking place in the adjoining
office? --- Not as far as I could see. There were times
that after looking at what was going on next door, I 
looked at the black police officer and there was no kind 
of recognition or anything about what was actually going (20 
on, no kind of acknowledgement.

No response? — —  No response at all#
In relation to the lack of authority on their part 

are you relying only on what you observed yourself or did 
you perhaps on any occasion have any discussing with any
of them?---- There was a discussion I had one day where
I was told that they are not accorded positions of trust 
or of responsibility.

With whom did you have this discussion? --- One of

the policemen was constable Magetla I think and another (30

one/..
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one, I would recognise him, I don’t know his name.

Did you think that any purpose would have been 
served if you raised what you were seeing with any of
t h e m ? ---No.
NO FURTHER QUESTIONS.
MR. DE VRIES NO FURTHER EXAMINATION.
M R . SCHABORT; Your worship, might I perhaps be permitted 
to just take up a few more minutes by asking a few 
questions, not necessarily directly arising from what 
My Learned Friend has said but it is something which (10
has been drawn to my attention Sir 
COURT: Yes Mr. Schabort.
FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. SCHABORT: Mr. Smithers,
in your cell at Randburg, did you have a guitar? --- I
had a guitar.

And a mouth organ? --- And a mouth organ.
And I also notice that you got some suntan lotion

at one stage? --- That’s correct.
Did you get too much sun in your cell? --- There

wasn’t too much sun, but on the occasions when I did (20 
my exercises I did it in the courtyard outside my cell 
where the sun was and I have a rather sensitive skin.

Your worship, I also would like to ask the witness 
about the first note which he wrote. I omitted to question 
him about that. Might I be permitted to do that?
COURT: Proceed Mr. Schabort.
MR. SCHABORT: As your worship pleases.

Mr. Smithers, you say that you produced a little
note? --- That’s correct.

And that note was subsequently replaced by the new (30
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one? --- That’s correct.

What did you do with that first note? --- I had
flushed it down the toilet.

You did? --- Yes,
You did not think of retaining that note? --- No

I had no purpose in retaining it.
That was the original authentic note on which you

made your observations? --- I think the second note was
as authentic as the first, the information contained in 
the second one was exactly the same as the first except (10 
for the fact that I made it aware that I knew that Dr.
Aggett had died.

It is only the question of the timing which sounds 
so queer to me, that after the death of the deceased you 
come up with a note and you maintain that there was a 
previous note and you can only produce the second one?
--- The reason why the note only got sent out by the time
Dr. Aggett had died, was that from before Christmast up 
until the 25th of January, I had no visits of any kind 
from any members of my family or anybody. When I made (20 
the note I intended, if I got a visit, to pass the note 
on to a member of my family and the only reason why I 
was able to do that, was because after Dr. Aggett's 
death we were allowed to see our families.

I suppose it would have been possible for you, si
multaneously with this particular note which is an exhibit 
in these proceedings, to have also handed your sister the

original note? --- It would have been possible but there
would have been no purpose in it.

Except that one would then have had something which(30
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was actually brought into being before the deceased's 
death? —  Possibly but I could have falsified the ori
ginal note as much as I could falsify the second one.
NO FURTHER QUESTIONS.
COURT; Mr. Smithers, when was your last visit to John
Vorster Square? --- My last visit was in fact on Saturday
night to pick up my subpoena, but before that ...

The date please? --- The 12th of June, I went to
pick up my subpoena, that was the last time I was at John 
Vorster Square. (10

The 10th Floor of John Vorster Square? --- On
the 10th Floor, the last time was on, I think the 14th 
of April, the day after the inquest started.

On the 25th of January you visited John Vorster 
Square, you were taken there? --- Yes.

After the 25th of January, when was it after that
occasion? --- I can’t remember specifically when the next,
the next visit in fact would have been on the 5th of 
February or the 6th of February, the Saturday, after Dr.
Aggett died when I visit from my sister. (20

Were you then taken to the 10th Floor of John Vor
ster Square? --- I was taken to the 10th Floor of John
Vorster Square.

What time of day was it? --- It may have been the
9th floor. It was in the morning. I think it was the 9th 
floor in fact.

Who told you about the death of Dr. Aggett? --- I
heard about it in Randburg. I had access to a newspaper.

When was that? --- That was on the Friday night.
The date? --- That must have been the 5th. I think (30
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he died the early morning of the Friday. It was the 
evening of the Friday he died.

Do you remember the date? --- It is the 4th or
the 5th as far as I remember. I cannot remember exactly,
I haven’t checked it. I didn’t actually look at the date 
on that day.

You cannot remember the date? --- No I can’t re
member it.

The newspaper? --- The newspaper was of that par
ticular day. (10

Which newspaper are you talking about? --- The Star.
Who brought the newspaper to you? --- I got it

from one of the policeman at Randburg police station.
Do you know his name? --- No,
Is his known to you? --- I doubt that I would

recognise him at this stage. He is just one of the police
man who was there.

Did you receive newspapers regularly or only on this 
occasion? --- I did receive others but infrequently.

Infrequently? --- Infrequently. (20
Did he mention anything about the death when he

brought this newspaper to you? --- When he brought the
newspaper to me he started telling me about the fact 
that a detainee had died. He in fact pointed it out and 
when he saw how shocked and upset I got, he tried to take 
it back from me because he felt he did not want to cause 
me to be upset.

Did he take it back or not? --- No I said to me it
is important that I should know, so he left it with me.

Your sister visited you on the 5th of February, is (30
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that right? --- On the Saturday morning yes.

The Saturday morning, what is the date? --- It
was the day after .. if that was the .. I am not sure 
of .. if that was the 5th.

I am asking you about the dates and I want to 
find out how much you can remember about the dates M r .
Smithers. --- I actually don’t recall exactly what those
dates were but it was on the Saturday directly after 
Dr. Aggett had died.

And what is the date of her prior visit, her visit (10 
prior to that particular visit? --- Of my sister’s visit?

Yes? --- My sister visited me on the 23rd of
December, as far as I can recall, two days before Christmast.

And between the 23rd of December and this parti
cular date? --- I had no visits at all.

And between the 25th of January 1982 and the 5th 
of February 1982, were you taken to John Vorster Square,
the 10th Floor? --- I don’t think so. No, I ’m pretty
sure I wasn’t. The last time was to the optician and then 
to the visit. (20

What is the position, don't you think so or are you 
not sure about it? --- I'm pretty sure about that.

Sure you didn’t? --- Yes.
Where did you keep the note? --- When I was in the

cell?

Yes? --- I kept it hidden in a matchbox.
Where did you keep the match box? --- Lying on the,

there is a concrete slab in the cell.
When did you prepare that note, the first note? ---

I prepared the first note on the night of the 25th. (30
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Would you mind "to indicate to us what you added

to that first note in the note handed in? --- What I
added to the first note?

Yes? ——— All that I added was 1 "Please give 
Yvette especially but also everyone else all my love 
and strength. We must go on. I did not know Neil 
very well but he was obviously a very special person.
His killing must not be for nothing. I ’m okay, nothing 
has been done to me, I don’t think anything will be done, 
I ’m not that important."

How well did you know Dr. Aggett? --- I did not
know him extremely well, but I was getting to know him.
We were becoming friends.

When did you meet him for the first time? --- I
actually don t recall. As I said earlier on it must have 
been, it could have been anytime between 1980, 1 9 8 1 I 
should imagine, somewhere in that period.

When did you last see him? —  I think the last 
time that I saw him- might have been the night before I 
was detained. (2(

And what is the date? --- That would have been
the, I think the 24th of November .. it would have been 
the 23rd.

Are you sure about that or do you think? --- I ’m
pretty sure he was at my house on that night because the 
other person who was going to move into a house with him, 
we were both living in the same house and he’d come to 
visit him, to visit and I ’m pretty sure he was there that 
ni ght.

On how many occasions did you see him in John
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Vorster Square on the 10th Floor? --- I would say,I saw
him at least twice prior to the time I saw him being ill 
treated on the 25th of January.

Pardon? --- I would say at least twice, so in t
other words three times at least.

Are you positive about that? --- At least three,
it could have been more.

It could have been more than three? --- It could
have been four or five but at least three times.

\

Can you recall what he was doing when you saw him (10
for the first time? --- He was sitting at his desk, a
table or a desk, something like that and he was bent 
over it and he appeared to be writing.

Was the door open, did you see him through an open
door? --- No, this was through frosted glass, from the
same office into the same office.

What was he doing? --- As I say he seemed to be
writing and I think even on the first occasion he was also 
asked questions. So it seemed to be interspersed between 
actually sitting writing and also being asked questions. (20

Do you think that is the position or are you posi
tive? --- No I ’m sure that is what I saw.

Why do you say you think? No well I ’m pretty 
sure that is what happened.

And do you know what he was doing when you saw him
for the second time? --- The second time he appeared to
be doing the same, it appeared to be the same sort of 
situation.

Did he appear to be doing the same or was he doing 
the same? --- At that particular time just seeing him there (30
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it didn’t actually stick in my mind in the way that what 
happened on the 25th, did. So it is very difficult for 
me to remember exactly what I saw. It had no significance 
at that time.

He was a person known to you? --- He was a person
known to me certainly.

And he was a person in detention? --- That’s right.
Can you tell us what he was doing when you saw

him for the 3rd time? --- If I only saw him three times,
the third occasion was as I have described today. (10

The same? --- No, I said I saw him at least twice
and then the 3rd time would have been the 25th of January 
which was what I said in my note.

When you observed this on the 25th of January,
were you standing or wereyou on a chair? --- I was sitting
all the time.

What part of his body did you see when you observed
him for the first time? --- I could see him from his waist
upwards.

Nothing e l s e ? ---No. (20
Could you see a chair or a table? --- I could see ..
From that point of view? --- Yes, I could see where

there was a desk for example, that extended to the other 
side of the room. I could just see the edge of it. I 
couldn’t see the whole desk.

When you saw him on the first and the second occa
sions, I assume that you also saw the policemen ther'e? --- 
Yes.

The same policeman on both occasions or different 
policemen? --- It is impossible to say, I couldn’t say. (

Did/
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Did you see the policeman on the first occasion

clearly? --- I saw there was somebody sitting at the
other desk in the room or may be walking around in the 
room, I never actually saw who it was, so I would not 
be able to say whether it was the same person, first 
second or third time.

Are you in a position to say whether, when you 
saw him on the second occasion, was the same policeman
present? --- I am not able to say that.

And are you in a position to say whether when (10 
you saw him on the third occasion, it was the same 
policeman? --- I am not able to say that.

When you handed this note to your sister, did 
you give her any instructions what to do with the note?
--- No I wasn’t able to do that because there was a
policeman with me in the room, I wasn’t able to speak 
about such things.

Did you tell her at all what to do? --- No.
Or did you say nothing? --- I said absolutely

nothing. (20
What did you have in mind when you handed this

note to your sister? --- I hoped that she would take the
note and make it known to, at least Neil’s family and 
friends, the lawyers, people who would be interested 
to know what was happening to him inside and people who 
could possibly put some pressure to bear on the security 
police to ensure that that sort of treatment did not take 
place.

Mr. Smithers, during the period the 25th of January 
1982 and the 5th of February 1982, did the inspector (30
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visit you? --- It is possible, I don’t recall.

Did a magistrate visit you? --- Its also proba
bly even more possible because he came more regularly 
but also I don’t recall.

Did you perhaps see a doctor? --- I didn’t see 
a doctor in that time.

You’ve told us that you did see the statement of 
Dr. Aggett? --- That’s correct.

When did you see it for the first time? That is 
the statement of course complaining about the assault? (10
--- I can’t recall when I first saw it, it may have
been around the time when the inquest first started. I 
certainly heard what the content was, I am not sure whether 
I saw the actual, the full draft. I think the first time 
I saw the full draft was when it appeared in the newspaper.'

I ’m talking about seeing the statement? --- I
don’t remember actually seeing the actual statement itself.

I beg your pardon? --- I haven’t actually seen the

statement itself.
Never? --- Not that I can recall. (20
Was the statement discussed with you? --- Yes it was.
When? --- That would have been sometime around the

time that I was making my affidavits.
When did you make your affidavit? --- I made it on

Easter Monday.
What is the d a t e ? ---That must have been the 12th,

the 12th of April, the day before the inquest started.
Are you positive about that? If the inquest

started on the 13th, it was the day before so it must have 

been the 12th. (30
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